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Letter from the president
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Always on the front lines
We have proven it yet again: we are and do public service,
which is essential to ensure that the most vulnerable persons
have a decent life with opportunities. We are now faced with
a new social crisis that threatens to be even more exclusionary, unjust and unequal
than the one in 2008, and we social entities have to roll up our sleeves and get
down to work.
We at the Table will continue to demand fulfilment of social rights to ensure that
nobody is left behind, and we will continue to call for all the tools that social entities
need to be stronger. In 2019, we have developed 5 regional barometers, we have fostered internationalisation, we have forged new alliance with the Forum of Local Union
Members and with the United Table in Defence of the Social Sector, and we have worked on the future Law on the Social and Solidarity Economy and on the 4th Support
Plan. We have also developed electoral proposals and organised the first debate with
all the mayoral candidates in Barcelona, and we have brought issues to the table like
the difficulties of guaranteed income; energy poverty; school bullying over sexual orientation, identity and/or gender expression; and the need to have interoperable data on
the public agenda. Furthermore, we have promoted training and seminars, developed
a proposed code of ethics and improved internal participation. The goal of all these
actions is to be better prepared for times like now, which require us to be even more
imaginative, innovative and efficient than ever. During the COVID-19 emergency, we
have managed to readapt to meet people’s needs quickly and nimbly, and I am confident we will continue to do so when faced with the new challenges to come.
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Economic report
Own founds

Private

Political influence

11%

12%

38% [ 268,393.35€ ]

[ 83,963.64€ ]

[ 90,000.00€ ]

Our
income
sources
total
[ 744,342.36€ ]

Public

77%

[ 570,378.72€ ]

Internal
management

24%
[ 172,884.82€ ]

How we
have
distributed
our expenses
total

[ 710,303.09€ ]

Strengthening
the sector

38% [ 269,024.92€ ]

What have we

in our lobbying
to defend social rights

Strengthening and

Guaranteed Citizen Income Government Commission

accomplished?
Third Sector
Support
Plan

improving the Third Sector

Labour, Economic and Social Council of Catalonia
Strategic Social Services Plan

Institutional
meetings and
participation
in bodies and
strategic
projects

Barometer
of the Third
Social Sector

WE ARE WORKING
TOWARDS A MORE
RECOGNISED AND I
NFLUENTIAL
THIRD SECTOR

Human Rights Plan of Catalonia
Urban Agenda of Catalonia
City Council (Barcelona Town Hall)
Citizen Agreement (Barcelona Town Hall)

Social and Solidarity Economy City Strategy
draft law on service contracts
Appearances in Parliament
and application of article 155
of the Spanish Constitution
Second
Chances
Campaigns
we have
joined

WE ARE JOINING
FORCES IN
DEFENCE OF
SOCIAL RIGHTS

Housing for all
Manifesto for
an Inclusive
School

EAPN Spain

Barcelona
Metropolitan Area

Foro SD

The Confederation
future law on the Social
AESCAT
and Solidarity Economy
ST Network
Alliance against Energy Poverty
Zero Poverty Platform
United Table in Defence of the Social Sectorl

Market reserves
in public
procurement
IRSC

PINCAT
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Use to
lobby the
local
administrations

✔

Mission to learn about
European funds

we are generating a useful tool
which contributes to
co-producing local social policies

WE ARE
REINFORCING
AND GENERATING
STRATEGIC
ALLIANCES

‘Committed to a
Social Barcelona’:
1st debate with all
the mayoral candidates

WE ARE FURTHERING
AWARENESS AND
ANALYSIS OF THE
SOCIAL REALITY

We developed ‘Are they
are priority for you?’
47 proposals for the
municipal elections
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We developed a dossier
on LGBTI-phobia among
children and adolescents
26 communicative
impacts
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We are calling for the
need to comply with the
Convention on the Rights
of the Child 30 years later
3 opinion articles

✔

WE ARE PLACING
THE PRIORITIES
OF THE THIRD
SECTOR ON THE
POLITICAL AGENDA

Other
actions

Workshop with ACCIÓ: ‘European
funds and programmes for
social enterprises'
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We are holding
meetings with the
Departments of
Education
and Health

We are helping entities become more efficient

community
model
subsidies

✔
WE ARE LOBBYING
TO FURTHER
THE GUARANTEE
OF THE RIGHTS
OF THE CHILD

We are renewing our partnership
with IVÀLUA to continue to
offer tools and training to social
entities.
■ training seminars
■ analysis of advice
■ development of a toolkit

funding for 11 entities

✔

We help social entities gain access to european financing
We are promoting knowledge of and interaction with european platforms

Code
of
ethics

■ We are creating a mixed commission with members of the board
of directors and the federations
that are not board members.

■ We are developing a proposal
adapted to the unique features
of the Table.

[comisión de
seguimiento]

right to
housing and
energy

We are furthering the working
groups’ lobbying efforts
We are boosting internal
participation and participation in
external bodies and networks

inclusion
and
poverty

[comisión de
seguimiento]

COMUNICACIÓN

social
labour
insertion

■ We are lobbying to improve the current state of the conditions stipulated in calls for applications for subsidies
that affect social entities in order to decrease the number
of incidents.
■ We are developing studies on Guaranteed Citizen Income,
social benefits, the subsidy system and market reserves for
job placement companies and special work centres.
■ We are developing documents on electoral proposals for
municipal and European elections.

■ We are analysing and
modifying the internal rules
to improve the criteria of
gender equity, participation
dynamics and electoral
procedures.

The government commission on the guaranteed citizen income is adapting the proposed
regulation to the needs of social entities.

✔

Pact with the government, local
administrations, municipal entities and
third sector to propose an agreement with
suppliers on the energy debt.
Significant improvements and changes in
the conditions and calendar of subsidies,
especially the ones from DTASF.

✔
We are working
towards more
participative
and ethical
management

Map
of entities
tercersector.cat/mapa

✔

■ The data can be downloaded using
multiple filters.

We are disseminating
the entities’
social actions

■ The social entities’ products and services are being added and linked with
the Barcelona Activa online directory.

digital innovation
We are helping to provide
sensors in publicly
subsidised housing.

+44

We are presenting a study on digital
accessibility in public tenders and procurement.

We are launching a study on the
consequences of the digital divide.

■ We are monitoring and participating in defining measures to combat energy poverty in conjunction with the
government of Catalonia.

We are strengthening the
role of social entities

We are fostering their usefulness by
offering open data.

We are a part of new spaces of
participation and debate Mobile Talks,
Barcelona International Community
Day, iLab and Torre Jussana.

■ We are monitoring implementation of Guaranteed Citizen
Income, the development of the regional agreement of the
Public Employment Service of Catalonia and the development of the future Strategic Social Services Plan.

✔

■ We are training one person on
the team to serve as the data
protection delegate.

European elections
‘Europe: The opportunity to guarantee
social rights’: Debate with candidates
in the European Parliament elections

Meetings with the Secretary for
Foreign Action of the Government of
Catalonia and with Selveje Danmark,
a Danish social entity platform

working groups
socialhealth
care

We were re-elected to
the board of directors
of the Children’s
Platform of Spain
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Assessment

Municipal
elections

Children’s Platform of Catalonia

We have signed and
joined the Pact
against School
Segregation in Catalonia

NEW
5 regional barometers
in Barcelona, Lleida,
Girona, Tarragona
and Central Catalonia

Development of a lobby in institutions and bodies,
especially at European level, to represent and strengthen
the sector, identify sources of financing and foster
networking with other European agents.

European Social Services Network congress

Professional Association of Economists of Catalonia

Studies

WE ARE PARTNERING
MORE INTENSELY
AND EFFECTIVELY
WITH PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATIONS

Analysis of relations between the local world (town halls,
county councils and provincial councils) and social entities.

Community model agreement in
the Basque Country and Catalonia

Sareen Sarea

Networking
NU

Directorate General of
the Social Economy,
Third Sector and
Agreements
Cooperatives

Analysis
and knowledge
of investment
in social
policies in
the regions

Internationalisation

We are assessing the 3rd Support
Plan with the federations’
participation and compiling
proposals to improve the 4th plan.

We are developing new digital
transformation plans in social
entities thanks to new partnerships.

We are financing a training course in
data protection delegates in
conjunction with Barcelona Activa.

We are organising the m4Social
Day 2019: data interoperability.
We are holding the meeting of the Advisory
Council and the monitoring committees.

✔

We are strengthening the digital capacities of social entities
We are stressing the need to work with interoperable data

Rocafort 242 bis 2n 08029 Barcelona
T 93 310 57 07 www.tercersector.cat

The Table of Entities of the Third Social Sector of Catalonia is an institution
founded in 2003 that brings together and represents 33 federations and large
organisations which encompass more than 3,000 social entities which attend to
and provide services and support to people. The Table’s actions focus primarily on
lobbying to defend social rights and strengthen the third sector.

uneix-te per la infància

Our remembrance of and tribute to Josep Maria Gasol, president of COHABITAC.
The third social sector has lost a tenacious advocate who was firmly
committed to defending the right to housing.

In agreement with:

